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Capturing the wisdom and the beauty of Donald J. Trump in just one statement escaping
from his charming mouth:

“Our military has never been stronger. Each day, new equipment is delivered; new and
beautiful equipment, the best in the world – the best anywhere in the world, by far.” 1

Here the man thinks that everyone will be impressed that the American military has never
been stronger.

And that those who, for some unimaginable reason, are not impressed with that will at least
be impressed that military equipment is being added EACH DAY. Ah yes, it’s long been a
sore point with most Americans that new military equipment was being added only once a
week.

And if that isn’t impressive enough, then surely the fact that the equipment is NEW will win
people over. Indeed, the newness is important enough to mention twice. After all, no one
likes USED military equipment.

And if newness doesn’t win everyone’s heart, then BEAUTIFUL will definitely do it. Who likes
UGLY military equipment? Even the people we slaughter all over the world insist upon good-
looking guns and bombs.

And the best in the world. Of course. That’s what makes us all proud to be Americans. And
what makes the rest of humanity just aching with jealousy.

And in case you don’t fully appreciate that, notice that he adds that it’s the best ANYWHERE
in the world.

And in case you still don’t fully appreciate that, notice that he specifies that our equipment
is the best in the world BY FAR! That means that no other country is even close! Just
imagine! Makes me choke up.

Lucky for the man … his seeming incapacity for moral or intellectual embarrassment.

He’s twice blessed. His fans like the idea that their president is no smarter than they are.
This may well serve to get the man re-elected, as it did with George W. Bush.
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The strange world of Russian trolls

Webster’s  dictionary:  troll  –  verb:  To  fish  by  running  a  baited  line  behind  a  moving  boat;
noun: A supernatural creature of Scandinavian folklore.

Russian Internet trolls are trying to stir up even more controversy over National Football
League players crouching on one knee (“taking a “knee”) during the national anthem, said
Sen. James Lankford (R-Okla.), warning that the United States should expect such divisive
efforts to escalate in the next election.

“We watched even this weekend,” Lankford said, “the Russians and their troll
farms, and their Internet folks, start hash-tagging out ‘take a knee’ and also
hash-tagging out ‘Boycott NFL’.” The Russians’ goal, he said, was “to try to
raise the noise level in America to try to make a big issue, an even bigger issue
as they’re trying to just push divisiveness in the country. We’ve continued to
be able to see that. We will see that again in our election time.” 2

Russia “causing divisiveness” is a common theme of American politicians and media. Never
explained is WHY? What does Russia have to gain by Americans being divided? Do they
think the Russians are so juvenile? Or are the Americans the childish ones?

CNN on October 12 claimed that Russia uses YouTube, Tumblr and the Pokemon Go mobile
game “to exploit racial tensions and sow discord among Americans,” while the Washington
Post (October 12) reported that “content generated by Russian operatives was not aimed
only  at  influencing  the  election.  Many  of  the  posts  and  ads  intended  to  divide  Americans
over hot-button issues such as immigration or race.”

Imagine … the American public being divided over immigration and race … How could that
be possible without Russian trolls?

The Post (October 9) reported that the Russian trolling operation resides “in a large gray
building north of the St. Petersburg city center … There, young people work 12-hour shifts
and make between $800 and $1,000 a month, “an attractive wage for former students and
young people. It is impossible to get inside the building, and there are multiple entrances,
making it hard to tell who is a troll and who is not.”

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and Pinterest are amongst the many Internet sites that we
are told have been overrun by Russian trolls. The last named is a site that specializes in
home decor,  fashion and recipes.  Have the Russians gone mad? Or are the American
accusations the kind of stuff that is usually called – dare I say it? – “propaganda”?

“How much the trolls affected the outcome of the U.S. election is unclear,” the Post had to
admit.  “But  their  omnipresence is  evident  on Twitter  and in  the comments section of
publications like the Washington Post, where trolls can be found criticizing news stories,
lambasting other posters and accusing one another of being trolls.”

Are you starting to chuckle?

At  one  point  the  Post  reported  that  Facebook  “identified  more  than  3000  advertisements
purchased in a Russian-orchestrated campaign to influence the American public’s views and
exploit divisions around contentious issues.” And Congressional investigators said that some
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of  the  Facebook  ad  purchases  had  “obvious  Russian  fingerprints,  including  Russian
addresses and payments made in rubles”, and that “accounts traced to a shadowy Russian
Internet company had purchased at least $100,000 in ads during the 2016 election season.”

However, at other times the Post told us that Facebook had pointed out that “most of the
ads made no explicit reference in favor of Trump or Clinton,” and that some ads were
purchased after  the election. We’ve been told,  moreover,  that Facebook Chief Security
Officer Alex Stamos’s team “had searched extensively for evidence of foreign purchases of
political advertising but had come up short.” 3

In any event, we have to wonder: What political savvy concerning American elections and
voters do the Russians have that the Democratic and Republican parties don’t have?

I have read numerous references to these ads but have yet to come across a single one that
quotes the exact wording of even one advertisement. Is that not odd?

To add to the oddness, in yet another Washington Post  article (September 28) we are
informed that “some of the ads promoted African American rights groups, including Black
Lives Matter, while others suggested those same groups posed a growing political threat,
according to people familiar with the material.”

Politico,  a  Democratic-Party-leaning  journal,  reports  that  Russian-funded  Facebook  ads
backed Green Party candidate Jill Stein, Democrat Bernie Sanders, and Republican Donald
Trump.

Who and what is behind these peculiar goings-on?

More fun and games: the Department of Homeland Security in September notified Virginia
and 20 other states about Russian efforts to hack their election systems in 2016.

Earlier  this  year,  UK  Foreign  Minister  Boris  Johnson  declared,  apparently  without
embarrassment:

“We  have  no  evidence  the  Russians  are  actually  involved  in  trying  to
undermine our democratic processes at the moment. We don’t actually have
that evidence. But what we do have is plenty of evidence that the Russians are
capable of doing that.” 4

At a September 27 Congressional hearing, FBI Director Christopher Wray joined this proud
chorus, testifying:

“One of the things we know is that the Russians and Russian state actors are
trying to influence other elections in other countries.”

Mr. Wray forgot to name any of the other countries and the assembled Congressmembers
forgot to ask him for any names.

Perhaps the main reason for questioning charges of Russian interference in the 2016 US
election is that Russian President Putin would have been risking that the expected winner,
Hillary Clinton, would have been handed a personal reason to take revenge on him and his
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country. But that’s just being logical and rational, two qualities Cold War II has no more use
for than Cold War I did.

Know thine enemy

The Pentagon’s Defense Intelligence Agency issued a report in June entitled “Russia: Military
Power: Building a military to support great power aspirations”. Here’s an excerpt:

Moscow seeks to promote a multi-polar world predicated on the principles of
respect for state sovereignty and non-interference in other states’  internal
affairs,  the  primacy  of  the  United  Nations,  and  a  careful  balance  of  power
preventing one state or  group of  states from dominating the international
order. To support these great power ambitions, Moscow has sought to build a
robust military able to project power, add credibility to Russian diplomacy, and
ensure that Russian interests can no longer be summarily dismissed without
consequence. … Russia also has a deep and abiding distrust of U.S. efforts to
promote  democracy  around  the  world  and  what  it  perceives  as  a  U.S.
campaign to impose a single set of global values. 5

Great  power aspirations,  indeed.  How dare those Russkis  promote a multi-polar  world,
respect for state sovereignty, non-interference, the United Nations, and balance of power?
It’s all straight out of Lenin’s playbook, 100th anniversary edition.

As to the US promoting democracy around the world … Oh right, that’s what the Pentagon
calls Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Egypt, the Philippines, Honduras, Turkey, et al.

Like the southern gentlemen who agreed that it was right to free the slaves, but did so only
in their wills

“Hypocrisy  is  anything  whatever  may  deceive  the  cleverest  and  most
penetrating man, but the least wide-awake of children recognizes it, and is
revolted by it, however ingeniously it may be disguised.” – Leo Tolstoy, Russian
writer (1828-1910)

An anti-abortion congressman asked a woman with whom he was having an extramarital
affair to get an abortion when he thought she might be pregnant.  A Pittsburgh newspaper
said it had obtained text messages between Republican Rep. Tim Murphy of Pennsylvania
and Ms. Shannon Edwards, a divorcée. A message from Edwards said the congressman had
“zero issue posting your pro-life stance all over the place when you had no issue asking me
to abort our unborn child just last week when we thought that was one of the options.” It
turned out that she wasn’t pregnant.

The revelation came as the House approved Republican legislation that would make it a
crime to perform an abortion after 20 weeks of fetal development. Murphy, a member of the
House Pro-Life Caucus, and popular among anti-abortion groups, is among the bill’s co-
sponsors. He subsequently announced that he will not seek re-election next year.  6

Our beloved president at one time clearly supported a woman’s right to abortion. In recent
times he has once again exhibited his high (double) standards by speaking, just as clearly,
against abortion.
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Anti-abortion activists like to speak of saving the lives of “unborn children”, of how the fetus
is fully a human being deserving of as much love and respect and legal protection as any
other human being. But does anyone know cases of parents grieving over an aborted fetus
the way we have often read or heard of parents, as well as their friends, grieving over the
death of a three-year-old child or a teenager? Of course not. If for no other reason than the
parents choose to have an abortion.

Does anyone know of a case of the parents of an aborted fetus tearfully remembering the
fetus’s  first  words,  or  high school  graduation or  wedding or  the camping trip  they all  took
together? Or the fetus’s smile or the way it laughed? Of course not. Because the fetus is not
a  human  being  in  a  sufficiently  meaningful  physical,  social,  intellectual,  and  emotional
sense.  But  the  anti-abortion  activists  –  often  for  reasons  of  sexual  prudishness,  anti-
feminism, religion (the Catholic members of the Supreme Court have been very consistent
in their anti-abortion votes), or other personal or political prejudices – throw a halo around
the fetus, treat the needs and desires of the parents as nothingness, and damn all those
who differ with them as child murderers. Unfortunately, with many of these activists,  their
perfect love for human beings does not extend to the human beings of Iraq or Afghanistan
or any other victims of their government’s warfare.

This article was originally published by William Blum.
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